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SEISMIC ASSESSMENT OF THE
PICKERING PRESSURE RELIEF DUCT

A report prepared by Dr. A. Ghobarah under contract to the Atomic Energy Control Board.

ABSTRACT

The objective of this study is to examine the structural response of the Pickering pressure
relief duct when subjected to earthquake ground motions. A representative section of the
structure was modelled. Analytical simulations were used to determine the dynamic
characteristics and linear elastic response of the structure. Additional inelastic nonlinear
dynamic analysis provided the duct's response to severe levels of ground motion.

The seismic withstand capacities of various components of the structural system were
determined on the basis of performance criteria consistent with the duct's special safety
system function. The study identifies the hierarchial progression of events at increasing
levels of ground motion which cause large deformations and displacements and lead to the
formation of a failure mechanism.

RESUME

Le but de l'étude était d'examiner la réaction structurale de la conduite de sûreté contre la
surpression de la centrale de Pickering à des secousses sismiques. On a établi un modèle
d'une section représentative de la structure. Des simulations analytiques ont servi à
déterminer les caractéristiques dynamiques et la réponse élastique linéaire de la structure.
D'autres analyses dynamiques non linéaires inélastiques ont permis d'établir la réaction de la
conduite à de fortes secousses sismiques.

Les capacités de résistance sismique de divers composants du système structural on été
déterminées d'après un critère de rendement conforme à la fonction du système spécial de
sûreté de la conduite. L'étude relève la progression hiérarchique des événements à des
niveaux croissants de secousses qui entraînent des déformations et des déplacements
importants, de même que la formation d'un mécanisme de défaillance.

DISCLAIMER

The Atomic Energy Control Board is not responsible for the accuracy of the statements made
or the opinions expressed in this publication and neither the Board nor the author assumes
liability with respect to any damage or loss incurred as a result of the use made of the
information contained in this publication.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

It is generally accepted that it is possible that an existing Nuclear Power Plant which was

designed before current seismic codes came into effect might be subjected to a level of

earthquake greater than that for which it was designed. It is prudent to evaluate such plants

to demonstrate their ability to withstand earthquakes beyond their design basis, that have

realistic probability of occurrence.

The objective of this study is to examine the structural response of the Pickering pressure

relief duct (PRD) when subjected to earthquake ground motion to estimate its seismic

withstand capacity.

Both linear and nonlinear static and dynamic models simulating the behaviour of the PRD

under conservative, worst case seismic conditions were developed. The input ground motion

was determined in the form of an envelope response spectrum of selected events and

generated time histories. A broad band response spectrum was developed to include the

possibility of seismic events occurring 20 to 200 km from the plant site. The spectrum is

anchored at the peak ground acceleration (PGA) of the ground motion. The elastic and

inelastic behaviours of the PRD were evaluated up to the strength or performance limits of the

components of the structural system.

The analysis provides a detailed picture of the structural performance of the PRD to an

increasing level of input ground motion. The load carrying capacities of various structural

components are established, providing a sequence of events that ultimately lead to the loss of

the design function of the structure. For simplicity and convenience, the behaviour of the

PRD is discussed in terms of the PGA associated with the selected envelope spectrum and

generated time histories.



The most important findings of the study are:

1. The frequencies of free vibration of the PRD are 0.83, 0.96 and 7.68 Hz in the

transverse (north - south), the longitudinal (east - west) and the vertical

directions, respectively. These values are significant in terms of the frequency

content of the probable earthquakes at the site.

2. An elastic dynamic analysis indicated that the J-tubes connecting the PRD to

the vacuum building, are so flexible that they do not affect the response of the

PRD.

3. The linear elastic limit of the structure is reached at a PGA of 0.05 g in the

transverse direction, at the occurrence of the first plastic hinge in elements of

the duct's supporting structure.

4. The displacement limit on the seal at the PRD and reactor building (RB)

cylindrical stub will be reached at a PGA of approximately 0.08 g in the

transverse (north-south) direction. A PGA of 0.1 g (probable strength) will

shear the anchor rods at the PRD/RB joint due to the ground motion component

in the longitudinal direction of the PRD. Excessive relative displacements at

the seal may be expected to occur when the PGA exceeds this level.

5. A collapse mechanism in the transverse direction is formed at PGA of

approximately 0.22 g (probable strength model). In the longitudinal direction,

the collapse mechanism is expected at PGA of 0.4 g. Assuming that equal

ground motions are applied in both directions, the formation of a collapse

mechanism in the transverse direction will preclude the collapse in the

longitudinal direction.

6. The nonlinear static analysis indicates that at formation of full flexural collapse

mechanisms, lateral drift of the PRD may be as large as 1.3% (10 in.)

longitudinally, and 2 % (16 in.) transversely. From the dynamic analysis, the

corresponding displacements are 10 in. and 7.35 in., respectively.

7. Limitations on the performance of the PRD (i.e., at the PRD/RB seal) are

governed by displacements. Alternative structural strength models, such as

specified or probable strength do not significantly alter the sequence of events.

NEXT PAGE(S) left BLANK!
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LIST OF ACRONYMS

A/V Ratio of peak ground acceleration in g to peak ground velocity in m/s
AECB Atomic Energy Control Board

C/D Ratio of shear capacity to shear demand
CP Centre Pier
CSA Canadian Standards Association

DBE Design basis earthquake

ENA Eastern North America

Fl & F2 PRD supporting frames 1 and 2

GS Generating Station

Hz Hertz (cycles per second)

M Magnitude of earthquake

NBCC National Building Code of Canada
NC Nuclear class
NPP Nuclear power plant

PGA Peak ground acceleration
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R Epicentral distance
RB Reactor Building
RBI,2 Reactor Building 1 or 2

UHS Uniform hazard spectrum
US United States
US NRC Unites States Nuclear Regulatory Commission
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1. OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the study are to examine the structural response of the Pickering pressure

relief duct when subjected to earthquake ground motion and to estimate the seismic withstand

capacity of various components of the structural system on the basis of performance criteria

consistent with the safety function of the duct.



2. INTRODUCTION

At the time when a nuclear power plant (NPP) is committed to design, the best available

knowledge is used to set the design basis earthquake (DBE). The DBE is an engineering

representation of the potentially severe ground motion at the site that has a low probability of

being exceeded during the lifetime of the plant.

Controversy amongst the researchers in the seismic field in Canada and the US suggest that

the perception of seismic hazard for nuclear power plant sites in eastern North America

(ENA) may be more severe than previously believed. This study was commissioned to

investigate whether recorded seismic events from other regions of North America could impair

the Pickering NPP, irrespective of their probability of occurrence. On the other hand,

experience from real earthquakes suggests that modern structures and equipment may well be

able to withstand ground motions substantially greater than their design basis earthquake level.

In addition, allowing for inelastic and nonlinear behaviour of the structure, when appropriate,

provides an added reserve of strength and ductility for seismic resistance.

It is prudent to assess the seismic withstand capacity of existing NPPs by examining the

capacity of their systems and components. The purpose of this assessment is to examine the

structural response of one of the safety systems of the Pickering nuclear generating station

when subjected to earthquake ground motion. The pressure relief duct (PRD) was selected

for analysis in this study because it is a radionuclide containment structure, and is a special

safety component. The evaluation of the seismic response of the PRD will provide the

sequence of events that ultimately cause the loss of design function of the structure. In

addition, the analysis will provide data for estimation of the seismic withstand capacity of the

structure.



2.1 BACKGROUND

The PRD is a large elevated rectangular reinforced concrete structure of internal width of

20 ft, height of 25 ft, wall thickness of 2 ft and floor slab thickness of 2 ft. The duct is

supported on a number of piers and frames. The maximum spacing of the supporting frames

is 87 ft. The PRD is 2172 ft long and connects the eight reactor buildings to the vacuum

building, as shown in figure 2.1. The piers and frames supporting the duct are 68 ft - 10 in.

high and are founded on steel piles. The duct is connected to each reactor building (RB) by

an 8 ft long, 25 ft diameter circular duct with a wall thickness of 2 ft. The PRD is connected

to the vacuum building by 12 steel tubes of varying configurations known as the J-tubes. The

duct is a special safety system designed to contain and direct the outflow from the RB to the

pressure suppression and containing systems in the vacuum building. It is generally held at a

pressure slightly below atmospheric pressure.

The pressure relief duct and the vacuum building in the Pickering A station were initially

designed in the 1960s according to the seismic provisions of the National Building Code of

Canada (NBCC) in effect at the time. The PRD was designed on the basis of linear elastic

analysis. During the design of the Pickering B generating station in the late 70's, the duct

and vacuum building were checked using the DBE selected for the seismic design of the

Pickering B station (Ontario Hydro Reports No 82403 and 82358, 1982). The DBE used is a

ground response spectrum as proposed by Newmark, Blume and Kapur (1973), anchored to

0.05 g acceleration. A 273.5 ft section of the duct and its supporting frames was modelled

using the computer code NASTRAN. This section did not include the J-tubes connecting the

duct to the vacuum building. The NASTRAN model assumed free east - west and vertical

motion of the PRD at the RBs and spring - restrained motion in the north - south direction.

Results were obtained in the form of natural frequencies, accelerations, moments and shears at

the node points.



2.2 APPROACH

The rectangular reinforced concrete duct and its connections to the reactor buildings and

vacuum building are considered to be Nuclear Class (NC) containment structures and form

part of the containment boundary. In effect, the criteria for design of the duct are limited

crack size and limited relative displacements at the seals of the contraction joints. For the

duct supports, the seismic design criterion is to maintain the function of providing structural

support to the duct. The supporting piers and trames may experience cracking and plastic

hinging as long as they have adequate ductility to withstand large deformation without

impairing the design function of the duct.

In this study, both linear and nonlinear analytic models for simulating the behaviour of the

PRD under seismic conditions are developed. Simulations for the longitudinal (east - west),

the transverse (north - south) and vertical directions of the PRD between the centre pier (CP)

and frame Fl as shown in figure 2.1 are conducted. The selected section of the duct for

modelling is believed to be representative of the behaviour of the whole duct since it includes

connections to the reactor buildings 1 and 2 (RBI and RB2) and the connection to the

vacuum building as well as construction and contraction joints.

In order to conduct nonlinear dynamic analysis, an input ground motion time history is

required. Artificial time histories are generated as spectrum compatible synthetic records. A

design spectrum is selected to envelope several earthquake records that are selected on the

basis of specific parameters such as magnitude, location and soil conditions. The selected

earthquakes included representative California and ENA earthquakes. The determined

envelope spectrum is considered to be a conservative representation of the ground motion.

Elastic three dimensional (3-D) dynamic analyses are conducted to determine the modal

characteristics of the PRD and the vacuum ducts (J-tubes) in the vertical, transverse and

longitudinal directions of the PRD. The requirements of CSA CAN3-N289.3-M82 (1982)

form the basis of these analyses. Three perpendicular, two horizontal and one vertical ground

motion components are considered in the analysis and the relevant results are combined to



obtain total modal response. For simplicity, the dynamic analysis is restricted to

investigations for seismic loads only, plus self-weight effects where appropriate. Other design

and operational loads such as thermal, pressure, wind loading or the effects of various

combinations are also expected to affect the performance of the PRD structures. However,

their contribution to the total load is much smaller than the seismic loads. The nonlinear

dynamic analysis is conducted using a two dimensional (2-D) approach.

Some of the important aspects that are addressed which have a significant impact on the study

results are:

• The selection of the most appropriate modelling of the stiffness effects of the J tubes

on the PRD, the representation of the boundary conditions between the duct and the

frames and the fixation points in the analytical model of the PRD.

• The appropriate selection of the generated time history records in terms of

characteristics including frequency content and duration.

• The criteria for the decision on what constitutes damage and the point when the PRD

is judged to have ceased to fulfil its design function. Impairment of the duct function

includes the inability of the frames to support the duct or the breach of containment

because of large cracks or joint relative displacements that are larger than those

tolerated by the seals.

The evaluation of the input ground motion for the analysis is discussed in Chapter 3. The

structural model and dynamic linear elastic analysis of the PRD to establish the vibration

characteristics and dynamic properties of the structure are presented in Chapter 4. The

nonlinear static analysis which provides the load - deformation behaviour of the PRD is

reviewed in Chapter 5. The nonlinear dynamic response of the duct when subjected to

increasing levels of representative input ground motion time history is presented in Chapter

6. The conclusions and recommendations of the study are summarized in Chapter 7.



SECTION MODELLED

SECTION SI

Figure 2.1 Pickering A GS - Pressure relief duct and supporting structures
(from Ontario Hydro, 1969)



3. INPUT GROUND MOTION

3.1 INTRODUCTION

The process of NPP design as specified by the code (CSA CAN3-N289.1-80, 1980) requires

that the plant be designed to a DBE. The DBE is established on the basis of a seismological

study according to the requirements of the CSA CAN3-289.2-M81 (1981) code. In the case

of the Pickering A and B GS, the plants were built before the seismic code CSA CAN3-N289

was available. Following the adoption of the code, a DBE was established for the site on the

basis of a seismological study by Basham (1976). A check on the earlier design of Pickering

A and B GS by a linear elastic dynamic analysis was conducted by Ma et al (1982) and

Carlucci et al (1982), respectively. The present study is concerned with the determination of

the seismic withstand capability of the existing pressure relief duct in the Pickering A NGS.

To achieve this objective, a ground response spectrum and a ground motion time history that

are scalable to represent various magnitude events, are required.

For the purpose of this study, a conservative (worst case) approach to the definition of the

ground motion input in the linear elastic and nonlinear dynamic analyses was devised. The

response spectra of several selected earthquakes including California and ENA records are

compiled in order to develop a representative envelope response spectrum for potential

earthquake events. Actual earthquake records are used as templates in order to develop a

ground motion time history whose response spectrum closely matches the selected envelope

response spectrum. This process ensures that the frequency characteristics of several

earthquakes including the ENA events are represented in the selected ground motion. The

generated time histories are used as input in the nonlinear dynamic analysis. The developed

ground motion input can be scaled in steps and applied to the structure until it is judged to be

unable to perform its design function. This level of ground motion will then represent the

seismic withstand capacity of the PRD. In the dynamic analysis process, the sequence of

events that ultimately cause the loss of design function of the structure is determined.



3.2 EXISTING INFORMATION

Information about the Pickering site geology is given by the Ontario Hydro (1969) Pickering

GS "A" - Safety Report. The surface soils at the site are approximately 40 to 55 ft thick

above bedrock. The top layer of firm to stiff clayey silt till is 30 to 35 ft thick. This layer is

on top of a 15 ft to 25 ft thick layer of very dense glacial soil complex of impervious clay till

which rests on bedrock. The bedrock surface in the powerhouse area ranges between

elevation 194 to 207 ft and rises to approximately elevation 217 ft inland from the plant. The

site grade is at elevation 250 ft. The PRD is founded on piles that are assumed to have

reached refusal at the top of the very dense glacial soil complex. From the given description

of the site geology, it is concluded that the site can be classified as very firm, very stiff or

rock site.

3.2.1 Seismic Design of Pickering GS A

The Pickering GS A was designed in the 1960's before the current CSA CAN3-N289 seismic

code requirements were available. At that time the seismic design requirements were based

on the National Building Code of Canada. These provisions recommended the use of an

equivalent horizontal static force equal to 5% of the vertical weight to represent the seismic

effects (Ontario Hydro, 1992).

3.2.2 Pickering - DBE

In 1982, the PRD of the Pickering GS A was analyzed by Ma et al (1982) using a design basis

maximum seismic ground acceleration of 5% of gravity (i.e., 0.05 g). The DBE expressed in

the form of a response spectrum anchored at 0.05 g was used as input in the seismic analysis.

The PRD of the Pickering GS B was analyzed by Carlucci et al (1982). The design basis peak

ground acceleration (PGA) was also taken to be 0.05 g. The response spectrum used is that

recommended by US Atomic Energy Commission Regulatory Guide 1.60 (1973) as shown in

figure 3.1, anchored at 0.05 g. An artificial record was used in the time history analysis for

calculating the floor response spectra. For the generation of the artificial time history, the

Kern County earthquake, 1952 - Taft record, was used as the template.



3.2.3 Darlington Response Spectrum

The Darlington site is about 30 km east of Pickering. In the seismic analysis of the Darlington

NGS, a slightly different spectrum anchored at 0.08 g, was used. The original Darlington A

design used the broad band spectral shape determined by Mohraz et al (1972) (CSA CAN3-

N289.3-M81, 1981). The design response spectrum was constructed using the 90 percentile

amplification factors. Since the mean plus one sigma amplification factors commonly used in

seismic design represent 84 percentile non-exceedance probability level, the use of 90 percentile

represents additional conservatism. The Darlington spectrum is plotted in figure 3.1.

3.2.4 Uniform Hazard Spectrum

A uniform hazard spectrum (UHS) was developed by Atkinson and Stagg (1987) on the basis of

a seismological study of the Darlington site and probability of 0.0001 per annum (figure 3.1).

The study was updated (Atkinson 1990) to include the Nahanni, 1985 and the Saguenay, 1988

events. In comparison with the Darlington DBE response spectrum, the UHS shows very

distinct differences. The UHS has large ordinates in the high frequency range, which is certainly

consistent with the recognition that ENA earthquakes have much stronger high frequency

characteristics than those of the western US (which were dominant in the development of the

Mohraz et al, 1972 spectral shape). Nevertheless, the UHS has very small ordinates in the low

to moderate frequency region that are much smaller than those of the Darlington A DBE

response spectrum. This may be due to the lack of sufficient, historical data. The wisdom of

using the proposed small spectral values at low to intermediate frequencies in design, is

questionable.

3.2.5 Modified Uniform Hazard Spectrum

There is interest in the nuclear industry to base future designs on the UHS approach. However,

the regulatory codes still use the broad band spectrum as basis for design. For the Darlington

UHS (Atkinson and Stagg, 1987), the licensee proposed to compensate for the low frequency

problem by using a modified branch of the spectrum that represents a reduced Darlington

spectrum in that region. This reduced spectrum is based on the suggestion that the structural

design and behaviour in that region should allow for inelastic response, thereby justifying a

reduction factor of 2. The modification to the UHS is plotted using a dashed line in figure 3.1.
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Due to the lack of sufficient historical data, the development of the Darlington UHS in 1987 was

based on an assumed background earthquake of magnitude 5. The November 1988 Saguenay

earthquake provided considerable data that are larger than the UHS predictions. In 1990

Atkinson updated the UHS study to include the Saguenay data by using the previously proposed

UHS and increasing the standard deviation to fairly high values. The UHS approach seems to be

theoretically sound but the lack of sufficient historical input data reduces confidence in the

results of the hazard analysis. From a structural capacity evaluation point of view, the UHS

does not lend itself to scaling. For these reasons, the UHS was not utilized in the present study.

3.3 GROUND MOTION RECORDS

The most recent Darlington DBE was determined on the basis of the seismological study of

Basham (1976). He suggested that the ground motion affecting the site is likely to be of the

magnitude / epicentral distance events shown in Table 3.1. Recently, Wallach (1990) raised the

speculation of a magnitude 5.0 to 6.25 event at a distance of about 20 km from the plant.

On the basis of the Basham (1976) and Wallach (1990) studies, earthquake databases were

searched for records on rock of the following magnitude and epicentral distances:

a) Magnitude 5.0 to 7.0 at epicentral distance of 15 to 25 km

b) Magnitude 6.8 to 7.2 at epicentral distance of 160 to 200 km

A relatively large number of potential records were identified in the search. A total of 10

records were selected as representative of near and distant earthquakes (Tables 3.2 and 3.3). As

an example, the Loma Prieta time history record is shown in figure 3.2. The response spectra of

the horizontal and vertical components of the 10 records are plotted in figures 3.3 to 3.6. The

response spectra are anchored at 1.0 g in order to provide a consistent basis for comparison.

Care was exercised to include ENA records as much as practically possible. During the record

selection process, the following justifications are cited:
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• The Tangshan and Honshu records are for events of magnitude 5.8 at epicentral distances

of 17 to 20 km.

• The two Nahanni records represent an event of magnitude 6.9 at distances of 7.4 and

22 km from the site of the recording instruments.

• The Long Beach, Loma Prieta and Kern County earthquakes are of 6.3, 6.9 and 7.6

magnitudes with epicentral distances of 59, 78 and 56 km, respectively. The Long Beach

and Loma Prieta earthquake records are rich in the low frequency content. The Kern

County Taft record has been extensively used for time history analysis of structures and

equipn.ent response.

• The three Saguenay records are for a magnitude 5.7 event occurring at 114 and 199 km

distances from the recording stations.

In summary then,

• The character of an earthquake record near the epicentre is reflected by the Tangshan and

Nahanni records.

• The character of ENA earthquakes is represented by the Saguenay and the Nahanni

records.

• The attenuation of major earthquakes over long distances is reflected by the Saguenay,

Kern County, Long Beach and the Loma Prieta records.

The response spectra for the horizontal and vertical components of the selected earthquakes are

superimposed on the Darlington DBE response spectrum (figures 3.7). All response spectra are

anchored at 1.0 g. Examination of figure 3.7 indicates that the high frequency records lie

outside the Darlington DBE response spectrum which envelopes the low frequency records. It is

noted that the response spectra for the selected earthquakes shown in figure 3.7 represent a

conservative account of records covering the entire relevant frequency range for structures and

equipment.
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3.4 SELECTED ENVELOPE RESPONSE SPECTRUM

A conservative response spectrum was plotted to envelope all response spectra of the selected

earthquake records. The proposed response spectrum, shown as a solid line on figures 3.7,

coincides with the broad band spectrum and extends to cover the high frequency records. The

evaluation of the probability of occurrence of various magnitude earthquakes at the Pickering site

is outside the scope of the present study. It is acknowledged that the ordinates of the proposed

response spectrum do not have uniform probability as would be the case of a UHS methodology.

The approach adopted in this study is to scale the ground motion input until the structure's load

carrying limit is reached. Thus, a priori determination of the probability of occurrence is not

required . The proposed envelope spectrum correlates well with the broad band spectrum

anchored at PGA of 0.3 g to 0.5 g for most NPP sites in central and eastern US (east of the

Rocky mountains) which is currently recommended for seismic margin assessment in the US

(NUREG/CR-5259, 1990).

3.5 GENERATED TIME HISTORY

In nonlinear dynamic analysis of structures, the ground motion input needs to be specified in the

form of a time history. An ideal record to use is one that was recorded at the site because such

a record will have the advantage of being representative of the actual site characteristics.

Unfortunately, there are no strong ground motion records available from instruments at the

Pickering site. Given the selected envelope response spectrum, it is possible to generate an

unlimited number of time histories whose response spectra match the envelope spectrum.

Although any white noise can be used in this process, a reasonable approach is to use an actual

record as a template because white noise based records include a large number of strong motion

peaks that represent a very severe case of loading causing damage in the nonlinear dynamic

analysis. Representative ENA and California records are used as templates. Although one

artificial record is sufficient for the dynamic analysis, the use of two records will demonstrate

that the structural response will not significantly change with the template used.
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One of the selected template records is the 19SS Saguenay earthquake component designated

NC1T. It represents the transverse component recorded at the station Dickey, ME at an

epicentral distance of 199 km. The second template record is from the 1989 Loma Prieta

earthquake, Pacific Heights station at an epicentral distance of 78 km. Both records were

recorded on rock. The acceleration amplitudes of the template earthquake were scaled to

produce an artificial time history record having a response spectrum that closely matches the

envelope spectrum. A standard frequency domain computer analysis was used in this process

(Tsai, 1972). The two artificially generated time histories are 40 seconds long and are scaled to

PGA of 1.0 g. They are plotted in figures 3.8 and 3.9. A comparison between the envelope

spectrum and the response spectra of the artificially generated time histories using the Saguenay

and the Loma Prieta templates are shown in figures 3,10 and 3.11, respectively. The comparison

is extremely good which indicates that the earthquake records selected for use as a template

contain all the important frequencies of the envelope response spectrum. These time histories

will be scaled in incremental steps of PGA when used in the nonlinear dynamic analysis of the

PRD. The use of an envelope response spectrum and synthetically created time histories avoids

biasing predictions of structural response based on selection of a real earthquake record with

unique spectral characteristics.

3.6 GROUND MOTION DURATION

The duration of the ground motion is an important parameter that may have an impact on the

structural response. In the linear elastic analysis, the length of the input earthquake ground

motion time history does not significantly affect the results. However, in the nonlinear inelastic

analysis and in damage evaluation, the duration of ground motion becomes a significant factor.

The idea of using the duration as indicator of damage is not new. Quantification of this

relationship is very difficult and depends on calibration with experienced damage in previous

earthquakes which restricts the use of this approach. In the literature, there are many proposed

definitions for the time history duration and corresponding formulae, but they are mostly

empirical in nature.
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For the purposes of the present study, the ground motion duration is considered to have no effect

on the linear elastic analysis. In the nonlinear dynamic analysis, the duration of the ground

motion will influence some of the numerical data but is not expected to change the overall

behaviour, sequence of hinging and hierarchial progression of events based on strength capacity

consideration of the structure. Examination of the artificial time history shown in figure 3.8

indicates that the duration of strong shaking is about 15 seconds. A 10 second segment of this

record will be used as input in the nonlinear dynamic analysis to evaluate the sensitivity of the

result to the use of the full 40 second record and the 10 second segment. The selected 10

seconds of strong shaking is marked on figure 3.8. The response spectrum of this 10 second

segment is compared to the response spectrum of the full record as shown in figure 3.12. The

comparison appears to be good and the indication is that the selected 10 second segment of the

strong motion seems to contain most of the important frequencies of the spectrum. The use of a

strong motion duration of less than 10 seconds in the structural analysis is possible; however, a

rational approach to determine and justify shorter duration would be required.

The nonlinear dynamic analysis was conducted using both the full 40 second record and the

selected shorter segment of 10 seconds. For a major event, the use of 10 seconds of strong

motion is consistent with experience and with Basham (1976) where the duration of the

recommended DBE at the Darlington site is 20 seconds for a magnitude 6 earthquake. Longer

durations are recommended for larger magnitude events.
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Table 3.1 Seismological basis for the Darlington DBE (after Basham, 1976)

Magnitude

M

5.0
6.0
6.5
6.7

Epi central
distance

km

20
70
110
200
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Table 3.2 Selected earthquake horizontal components
(continued next page)

Event

HI

H2

H3

H4

H5

H6

H7

H8

H9

H10

Honshu,
Japan

Tangshan,
China

Nahanni (H)
NWT, Canada

Nahanni (I)
NWT, Canada

Kern County,
California

Long Beach,
California

Saguenay S1L
Que., Canada

Saguenay S10T
Que., Canada

Saguenay NC1T
Que., Canada

Loma Prieta,
California

Date

Apr. 1, 1970

Aug. 31,
1976

Dec. 23,
1985

Dec. 23,
1985

Jul. 21, 1952

Mar. 10,
1933

Nov. 25,
1988

Nov. 25,
1988

Nov. 25,
1988

Oct. 17,
1989

Station

Miyako Harbour
Works

Qianan Lanhe
Bridge

Battlement
Creek

Site 1, Iverson

Taft Lincoln
School Tunnel

Subway Tunnel,
L.A.

Site 1:
St. Ferrol

Site 10:
Reviere Ouelle

Dickey, ME

Pacific Heights

Component

NS

SN

Longitudinal
N

Longitudinal

S69E

N51W

Longitudinal

Transverse

Transverse

N90W
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Table 3.2 (cont'd) Selected earthquake horizontal components

Event

HI

H2

H3

H4

H5

H6

H7

H8

H9

H10

Honshu,
Japan

Tangshan,
China

Nahanni (H)
NWT, Canada

Nahanni (I)
NWT, Canada

Kern County,
California

Long Beach,
California

Saguenay SIL
Que., Canada

Saguenay SIOT
Que., Canada

Saguenay
NC1T
Que., Canada

Loma Prieta,
California

Magnitude

M

5.8

5.8

6.9

6.9

7.6

6.3

5.7

5.7

5.7

6.9

Epicentral
Distance

km

17

21

22

7.4

56

59

114

114

199

78

Peak
Ground

Acceleration
g

0.193

0.135

0.194

0.390

0.179

0.097

0.121

0.057

0.092

0.061

Peak
Ground
Velocity

m/s

0.043

0.031

0.034

0.326

0.177

0.237

0.027

0.035

0.030

0.143

A/V
Ratio

4.40
High

4.35
High

5.65
High

1.20
Intermediate

1.01
Intermediate

0.41
Low

4.46
High

1.62
High

3.05
High

0.43
Low
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Table 3.3 Selected earthquake vertical components

Event

VI

V2

V3

V5

V7

V8

V9

Honshu,
Japan

Tangshan,
China

Nahanni (H)
NWT, Canada

Kern County,
California

Saguenay S1V
Que., Canada

Saguenay SlOV
Que., Canada

Saguenay NCIV
Que., Canada

Epicentral
Distance

km

17

21

22

56

114

114

199

Peak
Ground

Acceleration
g

0.082

0.051

0.180

0.156

0.063

0.023

0.033

Peak
Ground

Velocity
m/s

0.013

0.018

0.061

0.157

0.017

0.013

0.020

A/V
Ratio

6.30
High

2.83
High

2.95
High

0.99
Intermediate

3.70
High

1.77
High

1.65
High
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4. ELASTIC DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

4.1 INTRODUCTION

This chapter describes the development of a 3-D linear elastic finite element model of the

PRD. The model is developed to serve as a baseline reference for seismic response analysis

by providing information on the dynamic characteristics of the structure. Information of

interest includes the frequencies of free vibration and mode shapes. This information is used

to guide the development of representative models of the structure for nonlinear static and

dynamic analyses.

The 3-D linear dynamic response analysis of the PRD structure used the proposed response

spectrum shown in figure 3.7. The modelling and analyses are performed using the SAP IV

computer program (Bathe et al, 1973). Low level elastic seismic forces, displacements and

accelerations are calculated for a reference seismic input scaled to PGA = 0.1 g. Because the

behaviour of the structure is assumed linear elastic, the response is proportional to the scale of

the ground motion.

4.2 FINITE ELEMENT MODEL

4.2.1 Description of the Structure

The PRD is located on the south side of the reactor buildings and on the north side of the

vacuum building. The structural system of the duct consists of sections separated by

expansion and contraction joints. The modelled section has a total length of 406 ft as marked

in figure 4.1. This section is larger than the model used previously by Ma et al (1982) and

Carlucci et al (1982). The modelled section was selected to include PRD to RB connections,

contraction joints, PRD to vacuum building connection and the structural components

representative of the behaviour of the whole duct. The selected structural sections are similar

or symmetrical to sections that form the rest of the duct. The 3-D model includes the

reinforced concrete duct and supporting structure extending from the contraction joint at the

centre pier (CP), at mid-distance between reactor buildings RB2 and RB3, to the contraction
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joint at the east end of frame Fl, at RBI. The PRD structure consists of a large rectangular

concrete box of outside dimensions of 24 ft v/idth by 29 ft height supported on a number of

reinforced concrete piers and frames. There are two contraction joints within the model; one

at pier PI and one at the west end of frame F2. The piers and frames are founded on piles

embedded in stiff soil. The exception is the centre pier which is supported on a reinforced

concrete wall on top of the cooling water intake duct. The height of the frames and piers,

measured from the top of the supporting footing to the bottom of the duct, is 68 ft 10 in. The

specified strength of the concrete is 3,000 psi, except for the floor slab of the duct and the top

beams of the supporting piers and frames where it is 4,000 psi. The specified yield strength

of the reinforcing steel is 40,000 psi.

4.2.2 Description of the Structural Model

A 3-D linear elastic finite element model was developed using structural drawings of the PRD

(listed in Appendix A), and using information gathered during a site visit to Pickering GS on

October 8, 1992. The model was developed using the SAP IV program (Bathe et al, 1973)

and is shown in figure 4.2. The x, y and z axes represent the longitudinal (east-west), vertical

and transverse (north-south) directions, respectively. The rectangular duct was modelled by

plate bending elements having six degrees of freedom per node. Structural elements of the

supporting piers and frames were modelled using 3-D beam elements, allowing for flexural

and shear deformations. The frame and pier columns were assumed to be supported on

translational and rotational springs representing the foundation effects. Large spring stiffness

assumptions represent the case of fixed boundary condition at the foundation level. Nodal

points of the structure were located at the intersections of element centre lines. Rigid offset

links were used to maintain correct geometric dimensions for centre line modelling of the

duct.

Reduced moments of inertia (Icr = 0.4 Ig) were used for the columns to model the reduced

stiffness due to expected concrete cracking (Paulay and Priestley, 1992). Geometric and mass

properties were calculated using section dimensions on the structural drawings listed in

Appendix A. The weight of piping and equipment attached to the PRD was not included in

the model as its contribution was considered to be negligible compared to the very large mass
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of the PRD concrete (e.g., the two large water lines on the roof of the PRD, have only 0.2%

of the mass of the duct).

The duct is restricted from movement relative to the supporting structures in the north - south

(transverse) direction by shear keys at the tops of the piers and frames. In the longitudinal

direction the duct is keyed to the piers and frames in only a few locations (Reference

drawings: NA44-EG-25240-1001, -1107, -1109, - 1112, -1142). A simple assessment of the

shear capacity of these keys clearly indicates that they cannot be relied upon to transmit

lateral seismic loads. This analysis assumes that the shear keys fracture and that all seismic

force transfer between the duct and the pier/frame structures occurs by frictional resistance

between the duct and the top surfaces of the piers and frames.

The peak acceleration required to cause sliding between two surfaces can be estimated from

the relationship between inertia force and frictional force, expressed by:

mii > uW

or

u > ng

where: m = mass of duct;

W = weight of duct = mg ;

H = coefficient of static friction;

ii = maximum total acceleration acting on the duct mass;

g = acceleration due to gravity = 32.2 ft/s2.

In the above equation a value of \i = 0.5 was used for the sliding interface between the duct

and the pier and frame structures. This value is consistent with the recommendation for

concrete placed against hardened concrete with no intentional roughening of the surfaces

(CSA CAN3-A23.3-M84, 1984). The use of n = 0.5 implies that the peak acceleration of the

duct must exceed 0.5 g for sliding to occur. Based on the results from elastic response

spectrum analysis (Table 4.5), this requires a PGA in excess of 0.25 g in the transverse

direction, or 0.25 g in the longitudinal direction. The effect of transient excursions into the

sliding regime will be reduced by additional energy dissipation by friction. This friction

analysis is simplistic as it neglects the interaction of structural components, relative stiffness
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cf the duct and supporting structures and. connections to RBI and RB2. However, it provides

a reasonable physical model for low level dynamic responses. Therefore, for an elastic

seismic analysis for PGA of 0.1 g, the duct was assumed to be restrained from movement

relative to the piers and frames.

The PRD was modelled as being pin connected to the piers and frames so that moments will

not be transferred between PRD and supports. In the model, it is assumed that no opening or

closing occurs across the contraction joints which is consistent with the friction modelling

discussed above. That is, the PRD is assumed to be a continuous structure over its length for

response in the longitudinal direction. While this is not the intended design behaviour of the

contraction joints, it does reflect the reality observed on bridges that sliding expansion

bearings invariably remain locked during low levels of seismic response.

The connections of the PRD to the reactor buildings are important components in the dynamic

model. The RBs were assumed as rigid structures. At each of RBI and RB2 the duct is

connected to the PRD with a short 25 ft diameter reinforced concrete stub. In the model this

was at nodes 465, 468, 469 and 472 for RBI and at nodes 425, 428, 429 and 432 for RB2.

The connection permits relative movements of ±1/2 in. (Ontario Hydro, 1992) both vertically

and longitudinally, but no relative movement in the transverse direction (drawing No NA44-

EG-25240-1191 shows the movement tolerance to be ±1 in). Each stub is connected to the

PRD with 48 1-inch diameter steel rods that have a length of 2 ft. These rods are in tension

as the PRD moves away from the RB in the transverse direction, and in shear for vertical and

longitudinal movements of the PRD in excess of ±1/2 or ±1 in. tolerance. The actual as built

displacement tolerance will only affect the initial elastic response of the system. It is not

expected to affect the sequence of events leading to a collapse mechanism or the seismic

withstand capacity of the PRD. This aspect will be addressed in detail in section 6.5. The

rods were calculated to have ultimate (fracture) strengths of 1015 kips in shear and 1700 kips

in tension (totals for 48 rods). This was based on a fracture strength of 1.25 times the

specified yield stress of 36,000 psi.
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Adequate representation of the elastic behaviour of the system under increasing levels of

ground motion requires combinations of the results of different elastic models. For low level

ground input motions two models were examined for each direction.

In the transverse direction:

a) the PRD may move north towards the RB's in which case a stiff boundary condition at

the RB connection is appropriate;

b) the PRD may move south resisted by the axial stiffness of the connecting rods at the

RBs.

In the longitudinal and vertical directions:

a) there is a ±1/2 in. gap that must close before the rods can take any load in shear, and

this is modelled assuming no connection exists between the PRD and the RB stubs;

b) after the gap closes, longitudinal load is transmitted to the rods until they reach their

shear capacity. This is modelled using stiff longitudinal restraints at the PRD/RB

connection.

At higher levels of ground motion, after the rods exceed their shear capacity, the PRD will be

free to move both longitudinally and southward with respect to the RBs. However, transverse

motion in the north direction will still be resisted by the stiff RB connecting stub. Structural

response at increasing levels of PGA (past the point when the rods cease to carry load) are

examined in the nonlinear analyses.

Elastic springs were provided in the x, y and z directions at nodes 437, 438, 441, 442, 453,

454, 457 and 458 to represent the equivalent stiffnesses of the J-tube connections to the

vacuum building. The stiffnesses of these springs were derived from a separate finite element

analysis of the J-tubes. The J-tubes were modelled with three-dimensional beam elements

using structural property and geometric data from drawings NA44-GAEN-25200-00001,

-00002, -00003, and NA44-GAEN-25257-00002. The J-tube models were rigidly fixed to the

vacuum building, and static unit loads were applied in the x, y, and z directions at the PRD

connection to determine equivalent stiffnesses. Dynamic analyses were also conducted

assuming the J-tubes were fixed at both the vacuum building and PRD connections. The

fundamental frequencies ranged from 6.7 Hz for the largest J-tube to 9.9 Hz for the smallest.

The mode shape for these frequencies is sway in the longitudinal direction.
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4.2.3 Description of the Foundation Model

The PRD's piers and frames are supported on a number of piles tied by a pile cap. The

exception is pier CP which is supported on a wall that rests on the lake water intake duct.

Pier PI is supported on 30 piles of random orientation. Pier P2 is supported on 36 piles also

of random orientation. Frames Fl and F2 are supported on 92 piles whose strong axis is

oriented in the longitudinal direction. Information on the general foundation and pile layouts

are obtained from drawing number NA44-EG-25220-1001/1.

The piles are steel sections 12BP74. This represents a 12 in. deep H section of 74 pound per

linear foot weight. The elevation of the pile end into the cap is 247 feet. The design

capacity of the pile is 200 kips. The piles are assumed to be driven to refusal in the

impervious clayey till and the very dense layered silt layers. The piles are taken to be 30 feet

long.

The foundation effects are taken into account in the form of springs in the direction of the six

degrees of freedom of the foundation. One spring will represent the axial stiffness of the pile

and will be assumed to act in the vertical direction. In the horizontal direction, two springs

are assumed to represent the foundation flexibility in the north - south and the east - west

directions. The rotational degrees of freedom are represented by torsional springs in the

direction about the north - south and the east - west directions. Considering the nature of the

structural system, the torsional spring about the vertical will be assumed rigid.

Group action of the piles is neglected when the centre-to-centre spacing of the plies is 8 times

the pile diameter or greater. The group effect of piles is considered to reduce the effective

stiffness by 75% when the pile spacing is 3 times the pile diameter. The reduction in

stiffness for different pile spacings is estimated by linear interpolation. The calculated

foundation spring stiffnesses are presented in Table 4.1.
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4.3 MODAL ANALYSIS

Natural frequencies, mode shapes and modal participation factors were computed for the PRD.

The first twenty five vibration modes were examined. For the model that was fixed to the RB

circular stub connection in both transverse and longitudinal directions (before the connecting

rods are considered to reach their capacity), the general trend of modal behaviour was that the

transverse (T) modes appeared first (starting at 1.43 Hz), followed by longitudinal (L) modes

(starting at 4.39 Hz), and then by vertical (V) modes (starting at 7.96 Hz). The frequencies,

modal participation factors and directions of vibrations of this model are listed in Table 4.2.

In addition, the supporting piers or frames vibrating in each mode are indicated for modes

with major contributions in the transverse and longitudinal directions. The mode shapes are

plotted for some selected major modes in figure. 4.3.

It is observed from Table 4.2 that vibrations in the three directions x, y and z are uncoupled

for all major modes. Minor coupling occurs only for modes with insignificant contribution to

the response. This indicates that the dynamic response of the PRD to base excitation in a

single direction can be mainly classified as two dimensional for each supporting pier or frame,

rather than three dimensional for the whole structure. This results in a major simplification of

the problem since 2-D models for nonlinear analysis of the piers and frames in two

perpendicular directions can be used to accurately represent the 3-D system.

The frequencies and mode shapes were evaluated with and without the J-tubes. It was found

that the PRD's vibration characteristics did not change. This indicates that the effect of

J-tubes' stiffness on the dynamic behaviour of the PRD is negligible. The effect of the PRD

response on the J-tubes is beyond the scope of this study.

A second model, in which the PRD was not connected to the RBs and representing the state

after the PRD/RB connection rods have reached their load carrying capacity, exhibited

significantly different modal characteristics. The frequencies, modal participation factors and

direction of vibration of the model are listed in Table 4.3. The fundamental transverse mode

occurred at 0.83 Hz, and the fundamental longitudinal mode occurred at 0.96 Hz. These have
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predominant influence on the dynamic behaviour of the system. Both of these modes, shown

in figure 4.4, involved vibration of all piers and frames. The first vertical mode is essentially

unchanged in the model. This model was also assessed for its sensitivity to effects of

foundation flexibility by including the soil springs presented in section 4.2.3. The effect of

including these springs was a decrease of approximately 1% in the fundamental frequencies

from those calculated using fixed base assumption. In all the linear and nonlinear analyses,

the assumption of fixed base conditions is judged to produce accurate response results.

4.4 RESPONSE SPECTRUM ANALYSIS

The proposed acceleration response spectrum shown in figure 3.7 was scaled to PGA = 0.1 g

and applied in the transverse and longitudinal directions to obtain the maximum elastic

response values in both directions. The horizontal spectrum scaled by two thirds, was applied

in the vertical direction. The maximum displacements and accelerations at the top of the piers

and frames are listed in Table 4.4 for the model that was restrained from longitudinal and

transverse motion at the PRD/RB connections. Table 4.5 presents the same data for the

model where the PRD/RB connection is assumed free in both the longitudinal and transverse

directions. In the longitudinal direction, the ±1/2 in. gap at the PRD/RB connection closes at

a P G A of 0.02 g (scaled from a 2.54 in. response for 0.1 g PGA). Using the model which

restrains the longitudinal motion of the PRD at the RB connection, the total force transmitted

to the connecting rods at the two RBs was found to be 6,000 kips under the 0.1 g reference

acceleration. The ultimate shear strength of the rods would be reached after the connection

gap closes with a 0.02 g motion plus the 0.03 g required to shear the rods. Thus the elastic

analysis estimates a PGA of approximately 0.05 g in the longitudinal direction is required for

the anchor rods to reach their capacity in shear for longitudinal motion of the PRD. In the

transverse direction, the total tension load imposed on the rods at the two RBs is estimated

from the response spectrum analysis to be 3,900 kips at 0.1 g ground acceleration. Thus, the

tensile strength of the rods would be reached with a PGA of 0.09 g. This exceeds the PGA

in the longitudinal direction that would shear the rods, and hence the critical PGA is estimated

to be approximately 0.05 g acting longitudinally. These estimates are refined in the nonlinear
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analysis, and other aspects of the response sequence are also considered. The elastic response

of the PRD to the vertical component of the ground motion was found to be very small.

4.5 RESULTS

From the results of the elastic analysis, it can be concluded that:

1. Significant principal modes in the three directions are uncoupled. The vibration modes

can be mainly classified into transverse, longitudinal and vertical modes, with no

coupling among different directions. Some coupling was detected but only in modes

of insignificant participation. This indicates a two-dimensional dynamic behaviour for

each supporting pier or frame in the transverse and longitudinal directions.

2. Maximum displacements and accelerations in the structure result from single mode

responses. Simplified 2-D models that capture this basic behaviour can therefore be

used without loss of accuracy in the nonlinear analyses, rather than 3-D models.

3. In the transverse direction the elastic model of the structure has a fundamental

frequency of 1.43 Hz when the PRD/RB connection is assumed fixed. This mode

involves the centre pier and pier P2. The stiffness of this mode arises from the

restraints imposed on the relative movement of the duct with respect to the RBs. After

the anchor rods at the PRD/RB connection reach their ultimate strength, the PRD will

be more flexible for motions in the southward direction (frequency of 0.83 Hz), but

will still have the original higher stiffness (1.43 Hz) for motions in the northward

direction as the PRD is restrained by the stiff RB connection stub.

4. In the longitudinal direction the model has a fundamental frequency of 0.96 Hz before

the 1/2 in. expansion gap at the RB connection closes, and also will have this same

frequency immediately after the anchor rods are no longer resisting movement of the duct

relative to the RBs. When the longitudinal seismic loads are being transferred to the RB

anchor rods (while the 1/2 in. gap is closed) the longitudinal frequency is 4.39 Hz.
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5. The connection of the PRD to the RB cylindrical stubs was identified as a potentially

critical area. Based upon elastic considerations (response spectrum analysis), a PGA of

the order of 0.05 g may cause the anchor rods to reach their ultimate shear capacity.

This will result in a system with overall larger flexibility. Hence the displacement

responses assuming a free PRD/RB connection will be larger than when the connection is

assumed fixed. This aspect is examined in the nonlinear analysis.

6. Sliding of the duct on top of the frame supports in the transverse direction was judged to

require ground motions with sustained levels of acceleration above 0.25 g. For PGA less

than 0.25 g sliding is not anticipated in the longitudinal direction, and hence no opening

or closing of the contraction joints in the PRD is expected to occur.

7. The J-tubes were found to be flexible enough not to affect the vibration characteristics of

the PRD. The effect of the PRD on the J-tubes is beyond the scope of this study.

8. Foundation flexibility had only a minor influence on the dynamic response of the PRD.

Fixed base assumption can model the system behaviour with sufficient accuracy.
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Table 4.1 Foundation effects

Structure

PI

P2

F1&F2

Vertical
stiffness

Kip/ft

0.63 x 106

0.76 x 106

1.94 x 106

Stiffness in
E-W

direction

Kip/ft

0.80 x 106

0.96 x 106

2.18 x 106

Stiffness in
N-S

direction

Kip/ft

0.80 x 106

0.96 x 106

1.40 x 106

Rotational
stiffness

about N-S
axis

Kip.ft/rad

0.25 x 108

0.53 x 108

8.46 x 108

Rotational
stiffness

about E-W
axis

Kip.ft/rad

1.06 x 10'

1.28 x 10*

1.73 x 108
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Table 4.2 Natural frequencies and modal participation factors of the duct structure
(PRD fixed to RBs)

Mode no.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Frequency
Hz

1.43
3.43
3.45
3.76
4.12
4.17
4.35
4.39
4.52
4.67
5.32
5.43
5.95
6.03
6.72
6.75
6.81
7.00
7.96
8.63
8.75
8.79
9.14
9.66
10.35

Participation factor
(Direction)

10.8 (T)
7.2 (T)
6.5 (T)
1.9 (T)
6.2 (T)
6.2 (T)
5.3 (T)
3.4 (L)
4.2 (L)
trivial
2.6 (T)
5.9 (T)
9.7 (L)
6.2 (L)
trivial
1.7 (L)
5.6 (L)
trivial

4.2(T) + 1.6(V) + 0.6(L)
trivial
1.0 (L)
trivial

1.8(L) + 1.8(V) + 1.2(T)
8.0(V) + 7.8(L)

12.7 (V)

Vibrating
frame/pier

CP + P2
Fl
F2

PI

CP
PI

Fl
F2

P2

(T) = Transverse; (L) = Longitudinal; (V) = Vertical
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Table 4.3 Natural frequencies and modal participation factors of the duct structure
(PRD free in 3 directions at RBs)

Mode no.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Frequency
Hz

0.83
0.96
1.43
2.85
3.35
3.63
3.99
4.30
4.45
4.54
4.87
5.39
5.57
6.28
6.72
6.77
6.89
7.49
7.68
8.20
8.44
8.77
8.79
9.05
9.25

Participation factor
(Direction)

20.9 (T)
23.6 (L)
1.1 (T)
trivial
trivial
2.2 (T)
trivial
trivial
trivial
1.4 (L)
trivial
trivial
trivial
2.3 (L)
trivial
trivial
2.7 (L)
trivial
1.4 (V)
4.3 (V)
trivial
trivial
trivial

3.0 (V)
13.4 (V)

Vibrating
frame/pier

all piers/frames
all piers/frames

(T) = Transverse; (L) = Longitudinal; (V) = Vertical
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Table 4.4 Maximum displacement and acceleration values at top of piers and frames
PGA = 0.1 g (PRD fixed to RBs)

Frame
/pier

CP

P2

F2

PI

Fl

Node
no.

301

302

303

305

320

Transverse direction

Displacement
in.

1.82

0.86

0.05

0.10

0.02

Acceleration
g

0.52

0.35

0.12

0.25

0.12

Longitudinal direction

Displacement
in.

0.03

0.02

0.01

0.02

0.01

Acceleration
g

0.20

0.15

0.13

0.12

0.11

Table 4.5 Maximum displacement and acceleration values at top of piers and frames
PGA = 0.1 g (PRD free at RBs)

Frame
/pier

CP

P2

F2

PI

Fl

Node
no.

301

302

303

305

320

Transverse direction

Displacement
in.

3.19

2.64

2.25

2.69

4.79

Acceleration
g

0.17

0.17

0.17

0.17

0.20

Longitudinal direction

Displacement
in.

2.54

2.54

2.54

2.54

2.54

Acceleration
g

0.22

0.22

0.22

0.22

0.22
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Figure 4.1 Pickering A GS - Pressure relief duct and supporting structures
(from Ontario Hydro, 1969)
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Figure 4.2 Finite element model of the duct structure
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Figure 4.3 Major vibration modes of the duct structure
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Figure 4.3 (cont'd) Major vibration modes of the duct structure
(PRD fixed to RBs)
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Figure 4.3 (cont'd) Major vibration modes of the duct structure
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(a) Transverse mode of pier or frame (0.83Hz)

r -

P2..I FJL.JL 1 T L . l -> X

(b) Longitudinal mode (0.96 Hz)

Figure 4.4 Major vibration modes of the duct structure
(PRD free at RBs)
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5. NONLINEAR STATIC ANALYSIS

5.1 INTRODUCTION

The analysis presented in Chapter 4 provides benchmark information on the elastic dynamic

behaviour of the PRD and indicates anticipated levels of seismic response for low levels of

earthquake ground motions. However, as increasing levels of peak ground acceleration are

applied to the PRD structure, nonlinear structural behaviour is expected. This will result in

responses different from those predicted from extrapolation of the elastic response analyses.

To account for this anticipated behaviour both nonlinear static and nonlinear dynamic analyses

were conducted. In this Chapter, the methods and results of the nonlinear static analysis are

presented. In Chapter 6, the nonlinear dynamic analysis is discussed.

The elastic dynamic analysis indicated that, on a modal basis, the dynamic response of the

PRD was essentially two-dimensional. This fact was used to develop representative 2-D

models of the PRD structure into which material nonlinearities were incorporated. Nonlinear

static analyses of these models focus on assessing the static behaviour of the structure under

increasing levels of statically applied loads. Static loads are applied to the centre of mass of

the rectangular duct structure in the longitudinal (east - west) and transverse (north - south)

directions. Due to the large stiffness of the duct as a rigid box, the static load can be

assumed to act at the top of the piers and frames. In addition, the moment assumed to apply

at the top of the piers and frames will be taken by axial loads in the columns which were

shown to be small. The analysis followed the various structural members past elastic

behaviour and up to their strength capacity. By increasing the applied static force, the load

carrying capacity of the duct can be established. The analysis provided the information

required to assess large relative displacements and whether they had any detrimental effect on

the functional performance of the structure. In particular, large relative displacements at the

contraction joints and the PRD/RB connection can be measured against the differential

displacements tolerated by the seals.
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5.2 STRENGTH CAPACITY OF SECTIONS

5.2.1 Plastic Moment Capacity

Nonlinear behaviour of the supporting piers and frames will occur when plastic hinges

develop in the columns and beams. The ultimate lateral load capacity of the piers and frames

will be governed by: a) the flexural capacity of the frame as determined by the progressive

development of plastic hinges under increasing lateral load; or b) the shear capacity of the

frame, especially with respect to member shears that correspond to the development of plastic

hinges. Examination of these capacities permits an identification of critical regions and

hierarchial modes of events of the PRD system under increasing lateral loading.

Moment capacities in regions of potential plastic hinges were calculated using the computer

program BIAX (Wallace and Moehle, 1989) which uses section analysis techniques. Moment

capacities were calculated for specified and probable material strengths at all potential plastic

hinge locations in all piers and frames in both transverse and longitudinal directions. The

specified material strengths for concrete and steel were fc' = 3,000 psi and fy = 40,000 psi.

Probable material strengths were set by assuming an increase in concrete strength of 50% due

to long term curing effects, and a steel strength of 1.25 times specified yield (CSA CAN3-

A23.3-M84, 1984) to account for the possibility of a higher than specified yield and strain

hardening effects. This gave probable material strengths of fc' = 4,500 psi for the

compressive strength of concrete and fy = 50,000 psi for the yield strength of the steel. In

both models the concrete was assumed to have an ultimate compressive strain of 0.003. Dead

load analysis of the PRD indicated that the columns carry axial loads generally less than

0.1 fc' Ag (where Ag is the gross sectional area). For these low axial load levels, the moment

capacity of the columns is governed principally by the strength of the steel.

5.2.2 Shear Capacity

In using plastic moment capacities, it is also necessary to ensure that the shear associated with

the formation of plastic hinges does not exceed the shear capacity of the members. Without

this restriction the full plastic moment capacity will not be developed, due to premature and

sudden shear failure within the plastic hinge region.
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The shear resistance Vr of the beams in the piers and frames were computed according to

current seismic standards (CSA CAN3-A23.3-M84, 1984), using probable material strengths:

where: Vc = shear resistance provided by the concrete = 0

Vs = shear resistance provided by the transverse steel reinforcement =

Av = area of shear reinforcement within a distance s

fy = probable strength of shear reinforcement (50,000 psi)

d = effective depth of section

s = spacing of shear reinforcement in plastic hinge region.

Specification of Vc = 0 for flexural members imposes a severe limitation on the shear

capacity. This has significant implications for the behaviour of the beams in the piers and

frames, as will be discussed in section 5.4.

5.3 NONLINEAR MODELS

Nonlinear static analyses were conducted using the program DRATN-2DX (Prakash and

Powell, 1992). This is a PC-version of an updated DRATN-2D program. Based on the results

of the elastic dynamic analysis, models were developed for use in this stage of the nonlinear

analysis. Three separate models are analyzed: a) longitudinal model of the PRD, b) frame

transverse model, and c) pier transverse model. The analysis took into account the effect of

the anchor rods on the performance of the PRD. Potential hinge locations were identified at

the tops and bottoms of all columns, and the ends of all beams.
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5.3.1 Longitudinal Model

In the longitudinal direction, one model was used for the complete duct system. This is

shown in figure 5.1. The PRD was modelled as an equivalent beam which could transfer only

horizontal load, and no moments, to the tops of the piers and frames. The modelling

requirement for transfer of horizontal static load through the PRD and into all piers and

frames, meant that there was no allowance for opening or closing at the contraction joints.

This aspect is addressed in the nonlinear dynamic analysis of the PRD.

As the horizontal static load is increased, hinging formed in the sequence identified in figure

5.3 until a collapse mechanism is reached. The horizontal load H associated with each hinge

in the sequence is listed in the table. The PRD is assumed resting on top of the piers and

frames. Because of the duct's large stiffness, it acts as a rigid body with no moment being

transferred into the PRD from the supporting structures. The stresses in the duct walls are too

small to cause inelastic deformation and hinging to occur in that part of the structure.

5.3.2 Transverse Models

Nonlinear static response of the PRD structure in the transverse direction was examined by

developing models representative of the centre pier (CP) and the frames. These two models

are shown in figure 5.2. The CP model assumes that the pier is free to translate in the north-

south direction. The tributary mass of the PRD supported by the CP was lumped at the top of

this model. The frame model is also shown in figure 5.2. Owing to the restraint imposed on

the frame by the connection of the PRD to the RB, this model was used for horizontal static

loads acting only in the south direction (away from the RB). The restraint imposed by the

anchor rods between the PRD and the RB was examined by two variations of the model; one

that included an equivalent spring stiffness for the rods (when the rods are assumed acting)

and one that included no restraint by the rods (when the rods are assumed to have failed).

The rigid restraint imposed by the RB connection stub when the frame moves in the north

direction is considered in the nonlinear dynamic analysis. In the absence of restraint by the

anchor rods in the north - south direction, the relative displacement between the PRD and the

cylindrical stub can be measured against the seal displacement tolerance.
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5.4 RESULTS

5.4.1 Longitudinal Direction

The sequence of hinge formation under increasing horizontal load H acting in the longitudinal

direction of the PRD as computed using DRAIN-2DX, is indicated in the table accompanying

figure 5.3. Results are presented only for probable material strengths. Hinges first develop in

the frame beams, followed by hinging at the base of each column. A collapse mechanism

develops after the formation of the fifteenth hinge. The table in figure 5.3 also provides the

rotational ductility demand at maximum load H that has accumulated at the time the final

hinge forms. The total ductility demand is calculated as the total rotational demand divided

by the rotation associated with yielding. The rotational ductility demand are calculated at

maximum horizontal load H when a collapse mechanism forms.

Lateral load vs deflection relationships for the specified and probable strength models are

shown in figure 5.4. At a load of approximately 700 kips, the 1/2 in. gap at the PRD/RB

connection closes and the anchor rods begin to carry load in shear. This corresponds to a

load which is approximately one-fifth of the elastic load limit of the supporting structure.

The two sets of 48 anchor rods at RBI and RB2 connections are expected to reach their

capacity in shear at a longitudinal load of approximately 2,700 kips. At this stage, a sudden

increase is expected in the displacement of the PRD to approximately 2 in. The piers and

frames are still elastic at this stage and the load-deflection relationship continues with the

same elastic stiffness as before the rods were loaded. At 3,050 kips and approximately

2 1/4 in. displacement (lateral drift of 0.25%), the first hinge will form in the specified

strength model. Hinges continue to form until a collapse mechanism develops at a lateral

load of approximately 5,400 kips and a PRD displacement of 8 in. (lateral drift of 1%). A

similar trend is evident for the probable strength model.

Since the moment capacities of the structure are controlled by the yield strength of the

reinforcing steel, the collapse mechanism load for the probable strength model is

approximately 25% higher than for the specified strength model. In the probable strength

model, the first hinging occurs at a load of approximately 3,880 kips and displacement of
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2 3/4 in. (lateral drift of 0.33%). A collapse mechanism develops at a load of 6,600 kips and

PRD displacement of approximately 10 in. (lateral drift of 1.3%). These trends indicate that

the longitudinal nonlinear static load characteristics of the PRD structure can be described by

a model in which the PRD is not connected to the RBs.

In interpreting these results, it is important to note that the calculated longitudinal

displacement is the relative displacement of the PRD with respect to the RB connecting stub.

Therefore, the capability of the containment seal to remain intact at this connection for the

displacements shown in figure 5.4 is a crucial aspect in establishing acceptable limits on

seismic performance. This aspect is discussed further in Chapter 6.

Because of the sequence of hinge formation, the beams in the frame are subjected to larger

total plastic rotations than the columns. The shear forces associated with the development of

hinges in the beams were also examined. These shear demands were compared to the

available shear capacities of the plastic hinge regions of the beams, in the form of C/D

(capacity/demand) ratios, considering only shear resistance provided by the shear

reinforcement (i.e. Vc = 0). For the upper beams in the frames, this indicated C/D = 2.1, and

for the iower beams C/D = 1.6. This analysis indicates that there is sufficient reserve capacity

against shear failure of the beams after the hinges form, and hence the fiexural mechanism

should be capable of being developed under increasing longitudinal load. Current concrete

models indicate that concrete shear strength will begin to degrade when the rotational ductility

demand exceeds 2.

5.4.2 Transverse Direction

5.4.2.1 Centre Pier

The sequence of plastic hinge formation for the CP is shown in figure 5.5. The table

accompanying the figure summarizes the hinge moment capacities, and the rotational ductility

demand at maximum load H. The very large rotational ductility numbers in the table shown

in figure 5.5 indicate the vulnerability of the structure in the transverse direction. In a manner

similar to the longitudinal model, the hinges form first in the beams, and then when the

beams have reached their full plastic moment capacity, the hinges form in the bases of the
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columns. Figure 5.6 shows the horizontal load vs deflection relationship for the CP. The pier

reaches a first yield at a lateral load of approximately 300 kips for the probable strength

model. This is associated with a lateral displacement of approximately 1.0 in (lateral drift of

0.12%). A full mechanism develops with a load of 540 kips at a transverse displacement of

the PRD of approximately 6 in (lateral drift 0.75%).

The shears associated with development of probable strength plastic hinges in the beams were

computed. For both the upper and lower beam the C/D ratio was 1.0. This indicates that the

full shear strength provided by the shear reinforcement will be required to sustain the

formation of plastic hinging. However, this analysis does not take into account any

contribution to shear capacity from the concrete component and hence is a conservative

estimate at low rotational ductility demand values.

5.4.2.2 Frames

In the transverse direction, the frames will be initially restrained by the RB anchor rods at low

levels of seismic excitation. The rods were estimated to be capable of sustaining a total load

in tension of 1,360 kips (specified strength) or 1,700 kips (probable strength). An analysis of

the frame without the rods, shown in figure 5.7, indicated that the frame is likely to develop a

collapse mechanism at a load less than the load associated with the tensile capacity of the

rods. Figure 5.8 shows the force vs deflection relationship for the frame assuming no anchor

rods are acting. This represents the case if the rods were sheared by motion in the

longitudinal direction. Plotted in the same figure is the force-deflection relationship for the

steel anchor rods in axial tension. This figure shows clearly that the maximum probable

strength of the frame is 1,390 kips; essentially below the 1,700 kip force (specified strength

model) required for the 48 rods at one RB connection to reach their tensile strength and fail

(i.e. no remaining load carrying capacity). Therefore, the behaviour of the frame was

evaluated to be one where the increasing static load was carried by the anchor rods until the

time when they reach their limit of load carrying capacity (at an assumed tension strain of

0.1). This strain is over 80 times the yield strain of the steel and is expected to be well along

the flat segment of the stress-strain curve. After reaching the ultimate strength of the rods,

hinges form in rapid succession until a collapse mechanism formed at a transverse
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displacement of approximately 12 to 16 in. (lateral drift of 1.5% to 2.0%). Therefore, the

anchor rods are the strong link in this system, and once they lose their load carrying capacity,

the frame does not have sufficient capacity to sustain the imposed lateral load.

The shear associated with hinging in the beams exceeds the available shear capacity for both

the upper and the lower beams. For the upper beam, the C/D shear ratio is 0.8 and for the

lower beam, it is 0.9. This indicates that shear capacity of both beams might be reached prior

to formation of the hinge mechanism in figure 5.7. Similar to the longitudinal direction, the

shear capacity of the concrete was assumed to be zero in the hinge regions. Even a small

contribution to shear resistance by the concrete would be sufficient to increase these ratios

above 1.0.

In summary, the expected behaviour sequence of the frames under transverse static load is one

in which there is very small displacement of the PRD until the anchor rods reach their yield

load and load carrying capacity at elongation of 0.029 in. and 2.4 in., respectively and a

lateral load of 1,360 to 1,700 kips. This lateral load exceeds the probable flexural mechanism

strength of the frame. After the rods reach their tensile strength, either a sudden shear failure

of the beams or a rapid development of a full flexural hinging mechanism in the frame will

occur. However, regardless of whether the shear capacity or moment capacity is reached first,

the result will be an impairment to the structural and functional integrity of the system. A

sudden loss of shear resistance of the top beams could lead to loss of support for the PRD.

Development of full flexural hinging in the frame would lead to very large displacements (12

to 16 in.) between the PRD and the RB connecting stub.
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Figure 5.3 Sequence of plastic hinge formation and probable strength data for the
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6. NONLINEAR DYNAMIC ANALYSIS

6.1 INTRODUCTION

Nonlinear dynamic time history analyses were conducted for the PRD in the longitudinal and

transverse directions. These analyses were used to: a) verify the results obtained in the

nonlinear static analyses; b) to correlate event sequences in the nonlinear static analyses with

PGA levels; and c) to include specialized aspects that could not be adequately modelled using

static analysis, such as impacting of adjoining structures (i.e., PRD and RB). Two spectrum

compatible ground motion time histories, as described in Chapter 3, were used in the analyses.

In addition, the selected short 10 second segment of the artificial record as indicated in figure

3.8 was used as input ground motion to evaluate the effect of ground motion duration on the

response of the PRD.

6.2 NONLINEAR DYNAMIC MODELS

The planar DRATN-2DX models developed for the nonlinear static analyses in Chapter 5 were

used as the basis for the nonlinear dynamic analyses. In the longitudinal direction, the model

shown in figure 5.1 was used. In the transverse direction, the model for the CP shown in

figure 5.2 was used. For transverse analyses of the frames, two variations of the frame model

shown in figure 5.2 were used. During dynamic response, the frame is restrained in one

direction by the elastic force of the anchor rods, and in the other direction by impacting of the

PRD against the RB connection stub. The first model represents this condition where the

connection to the RB was modelled using a linear elastic spring (k, in figure 5.2) to represent

the axial stiffness of the anchor rods. This spring acted only in tension as the frame moved

away from the RB. For motion of the frame towards the RB, the connection was modelled

using a very stiff spring (k2 in figure 5.2) that acted only in compression. The anchor rod

material is assumed to behave in an ideal elastic-plastic manner. To simulate the condition

after the failure of the anchor rods (i.e., failure of the rods in shear in the longitudinal

direction or at tensile strain of 0.1 in the transverse direction), a second model was created by
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removing anchor rod spring k;. In this model, the PRD was unrestrained in the south

direction, but would still impact against the connection stub for motion in the north direction.

The impact feature could not be adequately simulated in the static analyses, and is one of the

important features of the dynamic analyses.

6.3 RESULTS

The nonlinear dynamic models were subjected to increasing levels of PGA using spectrum

compatible time history records. A spectrum compatible Saguenay record (figure 3.8) was

used as the main record for the analyses. Additional analyses were done using a spectrum

compatible Loma Prieta record (figure 3.9) to compare with the Saguenay results. Important

features of the dynamic responses of the models in the longitudinal and transverse directions

are described in sections 6.3.1 to 6.3.3.

6.3.1 Longitudinal Direction

Table 6.1 summarizes the PGA associated with the occurrence of significant events in the

longitudinal dynamic response of the PRD structure. These results were computed using the

Saguenay time history as the template for the spectrum compatible ground motion, and are

given for both the specified and probable strength models. The specified strength shear

capacity of the anchor rods is expected to be exceeded at a PGA of 0.08 g (0.1 probable

strength model); a level ground motion of approximately 0.11 g is required to form the first

hinge in the structure. A collapse mechanism in the longitudinal model forms for PGA of

0.32 g for the specified strength and 0.4 g for probable strength models. The location and

sequencing of hinge formation were the same as for the nonlinear static analysis (figure 5.3).

When the Loma Prieta ground motion template was used to create the input motion, the

response was the same as for the Saguenay template within the elastic range of the structure.

In the inelastic range, the Loma Prieta record caused a collapse mechanism to form in the

probable strength model at a PGA of 0.3 g. This occurred because the numbers of strong

motion cycles in both the generated time histories using the Saguenay earthquake template

(figure 3.8) and the Loma Prieta earthquake template (figure 3.9) are different. The number
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of excursions into the inelastic range which correspond to the number of strong motion peaks,

affects the structural damage. The Saguenay based time history has about 15 seconds of

strong shaking while the Loma Prieta has 22 seconds of strong shaking at frequencies close to

those of the structure.

Figure 6.1 shows the displacement time history in the longitudinal direction of the PRD

computed for a PGA of 0.10 g. This is at the elastic limit of the structure where the first

hinge has just formed and there is no longitudinal restraint from the anchor rods. The peak

displacement is approximately 2 1/2 in. By comparison, figure 6.2 shows displacements for a

PGA of 0.20 g when hinges have formed in all of the frame beams. Nonlinear response is

evident by the shift in oscillations away from the zero baseline in the 30 - 35 second interval,

although the nonlinearity appears to be rather weak. The peak displacement is over 5 in.,

occurring at approximately the 30 second time mark, coincident with the first excursions of

ground motion to the PGA amplitude in the input time history in figure 3.8. The

displacement time histories shown in figures 6.1 and 6.2 are also the displacements imposed

on the J-tubes in the longitudinal direction. The PRD displacement response for a time

history scaled to PGA of 0.30 g is shown in figure 6.3. In this case, the peak PRD

displacement is approximately 8 in. and strong nonlinearity is evident.

6.3.2 Transverse Direction

Tables 6.2, 6.3a and 6.3b provide similar results on peak acceleration responses for the CP

and the frame in the transverse direction. The linear elastic limit of the CP (Table 6.2) is

reached for PGA in the range of 0.04 to 0.06 g. The sequence of hinging at increasing levels

of PGA is the same as observed in the nonlinear static analysis (figure 5.5). At approximately

0.2 g, a collapse mechanism will form. The artificial time history generated using the Loma

Prieta record as template gives essentially the same results as the Saguenay record.

In the frame (Table 6.3a and b), the first hinges formed at both ends of the top beams at a

PGA of 0.05 g. This sequence is different from the static hinge sequence in figure 5.7, and is

a result of the impacting of the frame on the RB connection stub; a feature not represented in

the static model. The implication of this is that the top beam of the frame will be subjected
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to its full plastic moment capacity and associated shears at a relatively low PGA. Concerns

were expressed in section 5.4.2.2 about the shear capacity of these beams under full plastic

moment loads. The RB anchor rods yield at a PGA of 0.1 - 0.12 g. Assuming that the

anchor rods are sheared at 0.1 g PGA in the longitudinal direction, the frame collapse

mechanism in the transverse direction will form at PGA of approximately 0.22 g (as shown in

Table 6.3b).

The transverse displacement response of the frame when no anchor rods are acting, is shown

in figure 6.4 for a PGA of 0.10 g, and in figure 6.5 for a PGA of 0.15 g. Nonlinear response

of the frame is clearly evident in both figures. The one-sided response occurs because the

PRD impacts against the RB stub. At 0.1 g, hinges have formed in the top transverse beams

of the frames and the maximum displacement is approximately 2 1/2 in. At 0.15 g, additional

hinges have formed in the lower beams as well and the maximum displacement is

approximately 5 in. At the higher levels of response occurring after 28 seconds, there is a

noticeable shift in the zero baseline as the structure undergoes permanent inelastic

deformation. The permanent offset displacement of the frame at the end of the 0.15 g record

is approximately 2 in.

Figures 6.6 and 6.7 show the transverse displacement response of the PRD at the centre of the

J-tubes at pier PI for a PGA of 0.1 g and 0.15 g, respectively. The nonlinear response is

clearly evident in the figures. At ground motion of PGA of 0.20 g (specified strength model),

a collapse mechanism has already been formed and no displacement response can be

generated.

6.3.3 PRD/RB Connection Stub Seal

The relative displacements between the PRD and RB connection stub, in both longitudinal and

transverse directions, are presented in sections 6.3.1 and 6.3.2. Functional criteria for

maintaining containment require that these displacements not exceed the maximum tolerable

displacements for the PRD/RB connection stub seal. The geometry of the seal, shown in

figure 6.8 (drawing reference NA44-DG-25200-1002) was used to compute maximum

tolerable limits of relative movement across the seal. For longitudinal motion of the PRD, in
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which the seal is extended diagonally, the maximum tolerable differential movement across

the seal is 3 in. For transverse motion of the PRD, in which the seal is extended into a flat

position across the gap, the allowable extension is 3/4 in. These limits consider only

movements to extend the seal to a flattened position, and do not consider elastic stretching of

the seal material.

Compared to the displacements presented in 6.3.1 and 6.3.2, these maximum limits on

movement across the seal are much less than the displacements associated with large PGA.

This is discussed in section 6.5.

6.3.4 Response to short input duration

The response of the PRD was evaluated when subjected to the short 10 second input time

history segment identified in figure 3.8. The results obtained were the same as those obtained

using the full 40 second record. The reasons become clear when figures 6.1 to 6.7 are

examined. The first 27 seconds of the record is not strong motion and the response of the

structure remains basically elastic. The onset of the nonlinear response occurs 27 seconds into

the seismic event. Since the peak response occurs near the PGA, it can be concluded that in

this case, the response of interest can be obtained using even shorter (about 5 seconds) input

record duration as long as the segment includes the PGA segment of the strong motion.

6.3.5 Vertical direction

Vertical ground motion is taken to be 2/3 of the horizontal component. The response of the

PRD to the vertical input time history was found to remain in the elastic range well beyond

the events of interest resulting from the horizontal ground motion. The level of generated

displacements are also found to be within the 1/2 in. tolerance at the PRD/RB connection.

The effects of the vertical component of ground motion was judged to have negligible

influence on the nonlinear dynamic response of the PRD system. The main results obtained

from the response to the horizontal components remain unchanged. However, the high

frequency of the vertical response may be significant in the design of equipment and

secondary systems attached to the PRD.
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6.4 COMPARISONS OF ELASTIC, NONLINEAR STATIC, AND NONLINEAR

DYNAMIC ANALYSES

The use of elastic dynamic, nonlinear static, and nonlinear dynamic analyses has permitted a

comprehensive review of the expected seismic behaviour of the PRD for various levels of

seismic ground motion. The elastic analysis clearly indicated the suitability of using simpler

2-D models in the longitudinal and transverse directions for the nonlinear analyses. The

elastic model provided reasonable guides as to the expected modal behaviour and frequency

characteristics of the PRD. The linear model indicated that the stiffness associated with the

restraint conditions at the anchor rods could substantially alter the dynamic characteristics of

the PRD, because the high stiffness attracts substantial seismic force to these elements. The

elastic model also indicated that vertical seismic ground motion has negligible influence on

the structural components. However, beyond the elastic range, linear models fail to capture

the true dynamic behaviour of the PRD, and nonlinear models were better able to describe the

response characteristics.

The PRD exhibited clear nonlinear load-deflection characteristics beyond the elastic range.

The sequencing of hinge formation in the static and dynamic models was similar. The

greatest difference between the results of the nonlinear static and dynamic analyses were for

the transverse response of the frame. The static analysis was unable to model the impacting

of the PRD onto the RB connection stub. This impacting created a response different from

that predicted by static analyses. The impacting caused hinges to form at both ends of the top

transverse beams of the frame at a PGA of 0.05 g.

All of the analyses assumed that frictional forces would be sufficient to prevent sliding

between the PRD and the piers and frames, and relative displacements across the contraction

joints. A frictional coefficient of 0.5 was assumed for all sliding surfaces. Elastic analyses

predicted that sustained levels of ground accelerations in excess of 0.25 g would be required

to cause significant sliding. Thus, sliding would not be expected for elastic levels of

structural response. Subsequent analysis of the nonlinear responses confirmed that sliding was

unlikely to occur prior to the formation of a collapse mechanism in the longitudinal or
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transverse directions because changing structural stiffness during nonlinear response limited

the peak acceleration levels of the PRD to below those required for sliding. As stated, these

results are based on the assumed value for the friction coefficient. It was beyond the scope of

this study to fully explore the influence of various assumptions of other friction coefficients

on the response of the PRD. This is an area which requires future work.

6.5 SEISMIC WITHSTAND CAPABILITY

The longitudinal and transverse responses of the PRD have been considered separately in the

nonlinear static and dynamic analysis. This was demonstrated to be an acceptable means for

nonlinear analysis because of the uncoupled nature of the response of the PRD in these two

directions. To evaluate the overall seismic withstand capability of the PRD system however,

the sequencing of events in both the longitudinal and transverse directions is important, as

acceptable performance of the structural system is controlled by limiting events in each of the

two horizontal directions. For example, the occurrence of a particular event in one direction

may preclude the occurrence of certain other events in the second direction.

Table 6.4 summarizes the hierarchial progression of events at increasing levels of PGA. This

assumes that the PRD is subjected to the same PGA simultaneously in each of the longitudinal

and transverse directions. Each event marks a significant change in structural response, or

condition that warrants attention from the perspective of structural and/or functional

performance evaluation of the PRD. The hierarchy of events (Table 6.4) is described in the

following, even though performance criteria may preclude this full sequence of events from

actually occurring.

At a PGA of 0.02 g, the expansion gap at the PRD/RB connection will close under relative

longitudinal motion between the PRD and the RB, causing the anchor rods to begin to be

loaded in shear. At the same level of PGA, the anchor rods will also be stressed in tension

due to the transverse response of the PRD. The elastic limit at formation of the first hinge

for the PRD structure was calculated to be in the range of 0.04 - 0.06 g. The analyses predict
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the first hinges will form in several of the upper transverse (north-south) beams of the piers

and frames. Potential shear strength deficiencies were identified with first hinge formation in

the transverse frame beams. At 0.08 g (0.1 g probable strength model), the shear capacity of

the anchor rods between the PRD and the RB will be exceeded, resulting in displacements

between the PRD and the RB connection stub increasing to approximately 2 in. both

longitudinally and transversely. This displacement in the transverse direction exceeds the

3/4 in. limit on seal movement at the PRD/RB connection stub by a factor of approximately

2.5. At 0.22 g, collapse mechanisms will form in the transverse direction in the piers and the

frames. At this stage, maximum displacements at the PRD/RB connection are estimated to be

approximately 7 in. in the transverse direction and 5 in. longitudinally. If a collapse

mechanism is assumed to form in the transverse direction at PGA of 0.22 g, discussion of

further events is irrelevant but it may complete the picture. PGA higher than 0.2 g will place

continually increasing ductility demands on the piers in the transverse direction, where lateral

drifts were estimated to be as high as 2%. If ductilities can be sustained without serious

degradation of shear or flexural capacity in the hinge regions, then a collapse mechanism is

expected to form in the longitudinal direction when the PGA exceeds approximately 0.4 g.

However, high rotational ductility demands (figures 5.5 and 5.7) are too large for hinges to

sustain and shear strength degradation accompanied by premature shear failure is expected.

In the case where the as built PRD/RB connection allows for relative displacement of ±1 in.

instead of ±1/2 in., figure 5.4 may be modified to show initial elastic displacement of 1 in.

instead of 0.5 in. before the vertical line leading to 2700 kip force level. In addition, the

PGA shown in the first line of tables 6.1 and 6.4 will change to 0.04 g which gives an elastic

displacement at the PRD/RB connection of 1 in. Other than these minor modifications, there

is no effect on the sequence of events leading to the formation of a collapse mechanism or the

seismic withstand capacity of the PRD.



Table 6.1 PGA for different events of PRD in the longitudinal direction

Event

0.5 in. gap at RB closes

anchor rods at RB reach shear
capacity

linear elastic limit of structure
(First hinge forms in top beams

of frames)

collapse mechanism forms

Specified
strength
PGA

g

0.02

0.08

0.09

0.32

Probable strength

PGA

g

0.02

0.10

0.11

0.40
(0.30)1

PRD
Displ.

in.

0.50

2.00

2.75

10.00

PRD
Peak
Ace.

g

0.05

0.16

0.24

0.50

Table 6.2 PGA for different events of CP in the transverse direction

Event

linear elastic limit of structure
(First hinge forms in top beam)

collapse mechanism forms

Specified
strength
PGA

g

0.04

0.20

Probable strength

PGA

g

0.06

0.22
(0.20)1

PRD
Displ.

in.

1.50

4.30

PRD
Peak
Ace.

g

0.10

0.35

1 Value between brackets is PGA using Loma Prieta (Pacific Heights N90W) earthquake
as template
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Table 6.3a PGA for different events of Frame in the transverse direction
(Anchor rods acting in tension)

Event

Linear elastic limit of structure
(first hinge forms in top beams)

anchor rods at RB yield

Collapse mechanism forms

Specified
strength
PGA

era

0.05

0.10

0.25

Probable strength

PGA

g

0.05

0.12

0.30
(0.30)1

PRD
Displ.

in.

0.02

0.04

2.00

PRD
Peak
Ace.

g

0.06

0.14

0.40

Table 6.3b PGA for different events of Frame in the transverse direction
(Anchor rods failing in shear)

Event

Linear elastic limit of structure
(first hinge forms in top beams)

anchor rods shear (longitudinal)

Collapse mechanism forms

Specified
strength

PGA
g

0.05

0.08

0.20

Probable strength

PGA

g

0.05

0.10

0.22
(0.22)1

PRD
Displ.

in.

0.02

2.45

7.35

PRD
Peak
Ace.

g

0.06

0.25

0.40

1 Value between brackets is PGA using Loma Prieta (Pacific Heights N90W) earthquake
as template
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Table 6.4 Hierarchy of events for PGA in the longitudinal and transverse directions

Event

0.5 in. expansion gap at RB closes

linear elastic limit in transverse direction
(potential shear capacity limitation in transverse

frame beams)

displacement limit on PRD/RB seal

anchor rods at RB reach shear capacity

linear elastic limit in longitudinal direction

collapse mechanism forms in transverse direction

collapse mechanism forms in longitudinal direction

PGA for
specified
strength

g

0.02

0.05

0.08

0.08

0.10

0.20

0.32

PGA for
probable
strength

g

0.02

0.05

0.10

0.10

0.12

0.22

0.40
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Figure 6.1 Longitudinal displacement response of PRD for probable strength
(Saguenay template artificial record scaled to PGA =0.10 g)
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Figure 6.2 Longitudinal displacement response of PRD for probable strength
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Figure 6.3 Longitudinal displacement response of PRD for probable strength
(Saguenay template artificial record scaled to PGA =0.30 g)
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strength (Saguenay template artificial record scaled to PGA =0.10 g)
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Figure 6.8 Joint seal between PRD and circular stub to RB
(Reference drawing NA44-DG-25200-1002)



7 CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

The use of elastic dynamic, nonlinear static, and nonlinear dynamic models provided an

opportunity for detailed examination of the seismic response of the Pressure Relief Duct

(PRD) at the Pickering Nuclear Generating Station. The analyses considered a reasonable

range of parameters that influence the ground motion characteristics and the structural system.

Input ground motions having a wide range of frequency characteristics, and scaled to peak

ground acceleration (PGA) levels ranging from 0.02 g to 0.4 g were used. For simplicity and

convenience, the behaviour of the PRD is discussed in terms of the PGA associated with the

selected envelope spectrum and the generated time histories. The selected envelope spectrum

represents a conservative worst case senario for seismic conditions. Two and three

dimensional structural models of the entire PRD, and of its subcomponents were used in the

study. The influence of the flexibility of the pile foundations was considered. Points of

support attachment of the PRD to the piers and frames, and to the reactor buildings (RBs)

were modelled. The influence of the J-tubes connecting the PRD to the vacuum building, on

the dynamic response of the PRD was examined. These models were modified in stages to

account for changing restraint conditions at higher levels of PGA. The nonlinear behaviour

and functional performance of the PRD were followed for increasing levels of seismic

loading. Possible variations in material strengths were incorporated through use of specified

and probable strength models. Flexural and shear capacities of the structure were examined,

and compared to flexural and shear demands at increasing levels of PGA. On the basis of the

review and analyses presented in this study, the following conclusions and recommendations

are made:

7.1 CONCLUSIONS

1. The vibration modes can be mainly classified into transverse, longitudinal and vertical

modes, with no coupling between major modes in different directions. Some coupling

was detected but only in modes of insignificant participation. This indicates a two-

dimensional dynamic behaviour for each supporting pier and frame.
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2. The fundamental frequencies of the PRD in the longitudinal and transverse directions

are in the range 0.8 - 1.0 Hz when the PRD is allowed to move freely within the

1/2 in. expansion gap at the PRD/RB connections. Thus, the dynamic response is

dominated by low frequency behaviour. In the vertical direction, the fundamental

PRD frequency is much higher (greater than 7 Hz). Seismic response in the vertical

direction does not cause concern for the PRD structure, however equipment and other

components contained in, or attached to, the PRD may be susceptible to these high

frequency responses. Examination of this aspect was outside the scope of this study.

3. Predictions from the linear elastic analysis indicated that sliding of the duct on top of

the piers and frames in the transverse or longitudinal direction would require sustained

levels of ground acceleration exceeding 0.25 g. The nonlinear analysis indicated that

peak structural accelerations are not likely to exceed the sliding threshold. Therefore,

relative movements across the contraction joints are not expected to occur.

4. The linear elastic limit of the structure is reached at a PGA of 0.05 g in the transverse

direction, at the occurrence of the first plastic hinge.

5. Impacting of the PRD with the RB connection stub forces plastic hinging to occur in

the frame beams at a PGA of 0.05 g.

6. When the PRD is subjected to a minor ground motion, the 1/2 in. gap at the PRD/RB

connection closes and the connection rods begin to carry load in shear. This

corresponds to a load which is approximately one-fifth of the elastic load limit of the

supporting structure in the longitudinal direction. When the 1/2 in. expansion gap

closes, the PRD/RB anchor rods are stiff links in the system that attract high seismic

forces. The anchor rods are expected to reach their shear capacity at a longitudinal

load of approximately 2,700 kips a PGA of 0.08 g (0.1 g probable strength model).

At this stage, a sudden increase is expected in the displacement of the PRD to about

2 in.

7. The displacement limit on the PRD/RB seal will be reached at a PGA of

approximately 0.1 g (probable strength model) in the transverse (north-south)

direction. Excessive relative displacements at the seal may be expected to occur

when the PGA exceeds this level.
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8. In the case of a severe seismic event, the connecting rods at the PRD/RB connection

will reach their shear capacity in the longitudinal direction. At that time, the

transverse mode becomes critical. A relatively small lateral load of 1,400 kips is

sufficient to exceed the probable flexural mechanism strength of the frame. After the

rods reach their shear strength either a shear failure of the beams or the development

of a full flexural hinging mechanism in the frame will occur. At low load levels, it is

likely that the concrete will conti ibute enough shear resistance so that flexural hinging

can occur at the full plastic moment strength. The high rotational ductility demand at

some hinges indicates that the shear strength of concrete will degrade and sudden

shear failure is possible .

9. Whether the shear capacity or moment capacity of the beams or frame sections are

reached first, the result is an impairment to the structural and functional integrity of

the system. A sudden loss of shear resistance of the top beams could lead to loss of

support for the PRD. Development of full flexural hinging in the frame would lead

to very large displacements ( up to 16 in.) between the PRD and the RB connecting

stub.

10. A collapse mechanism in the transverse direction will be formed at PGA of

approximately 0.22 g (probable strength model). In the longitudinal direction, the

collapse mechanism is expected at PGA of 0.4 g (probable strength model).

Assuming that equal ground motions are applied in both directions, the formation of a

collapse mechanism in the transverse direction will preclude the collapse in the

longitudinal direction. The nonlinear static analysis indicates that at formation of full

flexural collapse mechanisms, lateral drift of the PRD may be as large as 1.3%

(10 in.) longitudinally, and 2 % (16 in.) transversely. From the dynamic analysis, the

corresponding displacements are 10 in. and 7.35 in, respectively.

11. The J-tubes do not influence the dynamic behaviour of the PRD.

12. Limitations on the performance of the PRD (i.e., at the PRD/RB seal) are governed

by displacements.

13. Selection of various alternate structural strength models does not significantly alter the

sequence of events.
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7.2 RECOMMENDATIONS

1. The J-tubes were found to be flexible enough not to affect the vibration characteristics

of the PRD. The effect of the PRD response on the J-tubes was not investigated in

this study. The load carrying capacity of the vacuum ducts should be established and

located in the sequence of events leading to the formation of a collapse mechanism of

the PRD.

2. The effect of the PRD seismic response on the equipment and emergency cooling

piping system installed inside and on top of the PRD should be investigated.

3. The probability of occurrence at the Pickering site of the ground motion levels

associated with the loss of design function of the PRD is of interest. This analysis

may establish the probability of seismic risk for the PRD.

4. Dynamic behaviour at the contraction joints needs further investigation. The response

at this location is likely to be somewhat sensitive to frictional models used in the

analysis, and more detailed modelling of this behaviour is warranted.
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